
 

You should be proud of this achievement. The first Tamil movie Commando tamil dubbed movie 2013 free 30 was released on the year 2009. This Tamil language film is directed by Thiru who wrote the screenplay, dialogues and lyrics for it. He is also serving as an editor-writer for the film too. It has been produced under Devesthan India Pvt Ltd banner with Ravi Kannan as producer which was
released on October 18, 2009 without any publicity or advertisement because its makers wanted to make sure that you could watch it at your own pace and there were no commercial interests involved in this project. The main star cast includes Vijayakanth, Vivek, Saranya Ponvannan, Neelima Rani and Prakash Raj. The associate artistes come from Kadhal Dhandapani who has done the role of
Sivarathriyalu’s father while N. Santhanam portrays the role of Vasudevan’s friend. Other artists include Singapore Vasudevan, Muthuraj also known as Ravi Kannan who is Director Thiru’s brother and has played an important role in Thiruttu Payale movie. He is the producer for the film Commando Tamil dubbed movie 2013 free 30 too. Then there is Selva who plays the role of Sivarathriyalu’s
friend as Gunaseelan. Then there is Sujith as the other friend and Sudha Chandran as Gunaseelan’s wife. The main antagonists in the movie come from Goundamani and Senthil who work for Ranjith. The story line was written and directed by Thiruttu Payale director Thiru and screenplay was written by himself too. The dialogues were penned by Kabilan whose earlier works include movie like
Punnagai Poove, 7G Rainbow Colony etcetera. But this time he has to take a full charge of things. The lyrics were written by Thamarai and Viveka. Background score for the film is composed by Pravin Mani and was edited by Anthony L Sridhar while the cinematography was done by Velraj. The movie is about a man named Vasudevan who goes in search of his daughter when she goes missing when
she was in the company of her two friends Gunaseelan and Sivarathriyalu in bus in which they met in Chennai in their school outing to see a movie. They all were travelling in bus no 46 which goes from Bangalore to Chennai. The two friends are very different from each other while Vasudevan’s daughter is kind of intermediate person. They are all on the search for Sivarathriyalu who was the last one
to be seen with Vasudevan’s daughter before she went missing. Gunaseelan had informed Sivarathriyalu that he would have left his car in a particular place so that he wouldn’t have to stand at the bus stop itself when they will go to Chennai.
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